
Writing is not for everyone. Our society and its educational agents place an 

expectation on all kids that is right for most kids, and downright 

destructive for an appreciable minority of children. This places 

unnecessary emotional and developmental wear and tear on many children. 

The first thing you might ask yourself is whether the left-handedness is the 

problem. Not a small number of children suffer from "dysgraphia" - Greek for 
trouble with writing. This sometimes straightens out in its own time and 

sometimes remains a liability throughout adulthood. A child with dysgraphia 

should be relieved of pressure to act as if the disability does not exist. 

This is his absolute right, but one not unfortunately granted very easily. 

If you think this is the case, your grandson would have to have special 

testing to document the problem. This would include specific 

recommendations. What is most important is to separate handwriting from 

learning, but in class and at home. Think of a child with dysgraphia 

as having weights on his hands. When he is busy overcoming the weights, he is 

not free to learn. SO such a child should NOT have to copy 

anything -especially not under time pressure - from the board. These days 

the keyboard offers an alternative for children with dysgraphia. This would 
include a laptop in school - if family finances and the social situation in 

the class make it possible. A motivated child who wants a laptop needs to 

have the school advocate for him and make this possible. This may take some 

firm pressure by the parents on the school, but once his function improves, 

most schools will get the point. If the child is dejected and his self-image 

has taken a beating, he may need some counseling to help get him hopeful 

and confident enough to be part of the plan. This kind of solution should 

never be forced. Homework also belongs in the digital world for such 

children - often there is less hesitation here. 

A child with messy but serviceable handwriting -that is another story. 

Serviceable means that he can put letter symbols down on paper at a normal 
rate and without undue  effort that would interfere with learning , and 

that he can make out what he has written. Such a child has a problem on the 

artistic level, both with written language as communication. I think there 

would be two issues here. The first is one of stigmatization. He is in 

school, not art school, and there is no justification for education pressure 

that creates social and emotional suffering. Perhaps the guidance counselor 

can help the teacher create some intervention in the classroom that deals 

with accepting differences in ways of doing lots of things, including 

drawing letter symbols. The program could include encouraging the special 

ways that different kids like to make letters, recognizing the personalizing 

part of the artistic side of this. 

The second area is self-esteem, hope and motivation. I put this second 
because I think that if the social problem is happening in school, parents 

should be encouraged to insist that the school solve the problem in school 

first. Kids feel put upon when they are expected "psychologically" to solve 

a problem by themselves while the adults around them do nothing.  But this 

does not erase the personal work the child can also be helped to do on his 

own. This work involves putting his left-handedness and way of writing into 

proper proportions. Being like someone in the family helps -and being like 

some famous southpaws is also a boost. A realistic assessment of whether his 

handwriting is improving or can be expected to improve helps the child put 

himself on the time-map, with some sense of where he is going and at what 

pace. He may need some open talk about what other kids say to taunt him. He 
may wish to work on humorous, surprising, intelligent or aggressive 

responses, according to his emotional disposition. He needs to come to his 

own conclusion that there is nothing wrong with his mind, that he can be as 

smart as anyone else even if his paper doesn't look it. Reaching this 

conclusion may take some time and cannot be forced or dictated - that just 

creates another sense of failure, as if he doesn’t even know how to  feel 

properly. 

Finally -remediation. A motivated hopeful child will take on handwriting as a 



special project. Some professional assistance might help. Copying at his own 

pace certain stories that he loves, with allot of attention to how neatly 

his produces and how well he is improving are simple measures that may well 

suffice. Becoming precociously adept at touch typing from any one of a 

number of computer programs should help create a firmer sense of alternative 

mastery even if  this is not yet possible for school. 
Whatever the problem, the goal is to protect the child's capacity to love his 

hands and what they create. 

 

 

 


